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Carl Malamud

tweets
17.2k

photos/videos
450

following
502

followers
7,856

More

bulk.resource.org/courts.gov/roll... trying to reach out.

Carl Malamud @carlmalamud · May 27
2 @RECAPtheLaw plugs now on the @ABAJournal piece! abajournal.com/magazine/artic... Me and @NickMoline promising free beer to the bar.

Carl Malamud @carlmalamud · May 26
Radical piece from the @ABAJournal abajournal.com/magazine/artic... Good friends @EJWalters (board member!) and @vdavez agree Innovation=reliability!

Carl Malamud @carlmalamud · May 26
My fingers hurt.

Carl Malamud @carlmalamud · May 26
Finished my IRS audit fieldwork. 1,198 form 990s have been redacted. Doing QA, then will write up the report.

Carl Malamud @carlmalamud · May 26
Recommended to me by @brewster_kable